
AFK is now in its fourth year of producing Filia, and as a tribute Nick 
Pappas gives us a snapshot of issues that made the news in the 
original publication.

Through the pages of (the original) Filia, 1909-1913

Community publications convey aspects of daily life to their readers.  
With the passing of the years, they also become a repository of 
information about the times. This newsletter, for one, aptly titled 
Filia, informs and connects readers across the globe who share an 
interest in Castellorizo and its people.  Just as importantly, Filia will 
also one day serve as a source of information for those seeking to 
learn more about the Castellorizian diaspora's links in the early 21st 
century to the island of their origin. 

In Filia's first edition back in 2009, I wrote a short piece explaining the 
name chosen for this quarterly newsletter.  'Filia' is a name that harks 
back to another periodical, a fortnightly newsletter that was only to 
have a short life between 1909 - 1913.  But conveniently for us today, 
it was to be published against the backdrop of the most testing years 
in the island's already tumultuous history.  As such, it is a treasure 
trove of information, much of it only re-visited quite recently.

The original Filia

Filia remains the only pre-war periodical produced and printed on 
the island for its own population, both at home or already abroad.1   
The fact that it was launched in early 1909, only some six months 
after the Young Turks had seized control of the Ottoman Empire - 
with emigration from the island already a reality - gives us a hint of 
the sentiment that underpinned the newsletter's launch.  Here was a 
convenient way to connect Castellorizians across the globe and 
inform them of the latest events affecting their island, all while the 
world around them went about rapid change.  

The newsletter's opening page optimistically described the 
publication's aim as 'the development and promotion, from all 
points of view, of the island of Castellorizo'.  With the benefit of 

hindsight, it is evident that those few intrepid souls behind this 
expensive undertaking undoubtedly saw a deeper need to 'rally the 
troops' as the warning signs of the island's economic and social 
collapse had become more real as each week had passed.

Foremost among the proponents of the undertaking, and chosen as 
the newsletter's editor, was Petros Mihail Petrides (or 'Hatzipetrou').  
Petrides, born on the island in 1886 and was a journalist by 
occupation.  He had already written for Greek publications in Athens 
and Egypt, but his idea to launch a fortnightly newsletter at the age 
of 23 was highly ambitious. Even with the moral support of the 
influential Achilleas Diamandaras, then principal of the Santrapeia 
Boys' School, and Diamandaras' elder brother, medical practitioner 
Kostas Spyrides, both of whom saw the planned publication as an 
outlet for their own regular writings, which was a massive 
undertaking for those unsure times.  
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Petros Petrides (seated) 
photographed in 1911 
with his younger brothers 
Mihail and Markos when 
Filia was still in circulation.

The cover of the original Filia.

1Of course, one should mention here Nick Stefanou's monthly periodical Megiste, published in Athens 
between 1938-1941, a source of valuable information for that period.



Nevertheless, financial support from a number of benefactors, like 
Athens-based medical practitioner Vartholomeos Kontos and the 
influential Stamatoglou brothers, meant that the very first edition 
of Filia rolled off a specially-imported press in Petrides' father's 
home on the island in the first week of February 1909.  Castellorizo 
at last had its own regular publication that could report on events 
both on the island and abroad as they unfolded.

Today, Filia is a veritable window into the daily life of Castellorizo in 
these defining years.  Historical facts and contemporary events are 
presented alongside erudite pieces of scholarship and more prosaic 
accounts of the affairs of the local and diaspora communities.  As if 
the text wasn't enough, there are also fascinating advertisements 
which give us a clue to the various commercial activities of the 
Castellorizians, both on the island and abroad.

Politics and change

Not surprisingly, the pages of Filia give valuable insights into the 
major political events of the day, events which would shape 
Castellorizo's history over decades to come.  With the arrival of the 
Young Turks, there had been hope in the Greek territories of the 
Empire that economic privileges, like those enjoyed for centuries on 
Castellorizo, would be preserved, despite their dilution in the last 
decades of the 19th century.  Freedom from conscription and 
taxation, in particular, had long been foundations of affluence, and 
in a clear public affirmation of their support for the new regime, the 
Castellorizian elders were photographed on the steps of the 
Santrapeia School on 28 July 1908 with their Ottoman governor, in 
celebration of the egalitarian spirit the Young Turks claimed to bring 
with them.  But this was to be an illusion; in under two years, most of 
the privileges were gone for good. 

Filia had been quick to report rumours of change as early as October 
1909 and, in the following month, it reported encouragingly about 
the conference of islanders that had been hurriedly convened in 
Symi to examine the changing situation.  Diamandaras, it said, had 
returned full of hope, given the unanimous calls for the privileges to 
remain. They should not be ignored, Filia hopefully commented by 
way of editorial.  In April 1910, the newsletter reported on the warm 
reception the islanders had afforded their new Turkish governor, the 
genial Mustafa Loutfi Bey, but later that month even he could do 
little but apologise when orders reached him from Istanbul for the 

formal abrogation of all privileges enjoyed by the Empire's 
minorities.  A rushed gathering of the entire male adult population 
in the Horafia resolved to protest 'in the strongest terms', but it was 
to be in vain.  The foundations upon which the island had enjoyed 
its unbridled wealth were forever gone.

These events naturally dominate the pages of Filia in the succeeding 
months.  But what they don't reveal is the massive exodus of males 
that followed these developments.  Between 1910-1912, some 1,200 
adult males of all ages left the island to avoid Ottoman conscription 
and taxation, many journeying to Egypt, but others into deepest 
Africa, South America and, of course, Australia.  Theirs were intended 
to be temporary departures, most hoping to return when the 
situation stabilised.  But with the onset of the Italo-Turkish War and, 
in the next year, the Balkan Wars, it never did, and the minority who 
did return were to leave for good again soon after.2

Commerce

Reports on commercial and business affairs are tempered by these 
developments and generally dominated by discussion of their 
impact, particularly on the mainland, from where most of the 
island's mercantile wealth was delicately derived.  In  Finika in 1909, 
Filia reported that there had been two principal Castellorizian 
exporters of timber, Savvas Ioannides and the Efthimiou brothers, 
while charcoal production in that town had been controlled by 
another Castellorizian, Mihail Ioannou Stamatiou (Stamatoglou).  
But despite their dominance, rapid falls in the prices of timber and 
charcoal in Egypt in late 1910 had severely impacted the margins 
Castellorizian merchants were realising for their product and this 
had been passed on to these exporters.  None of this augured well 
for what lay ahead.

More ephemeral despatches also give a clue about the commercial 
enterprises operated by Castellorizians, both on the island and across 
the water.  In a prominent advertisement, the hotel of Yeorgios 
Kaissis in Makri (modern Fethiye) was described as the 'best 
establishment' in town for visiting Castellorizians, while on the island, 
Mihail Hatzipetrou's café was the place to frequent  for merchants 
passing through, as it was conveniently located 'next to the customs 
house and port office'.   And for those visiting Cairo, the establishments 
of the Theodorou and Karaiskou families were highly recommended.

Through the pages of Filia (cont.)  

2Against this backdrop, we also learn something about the island's internal administration at that time.  
In 1909, the first year of Filia's publication, the island's five member municipal council, the so-called 
Demogerontia, was comprised of Antonios Hatziyiannakis, Stamatios Stamatoglou, Vasilios 
Tsakalakis, Paraskevas Kakulas and Kyriakos Kiosoglou.  By the following year, Kakulas and Kiosoglou 
had been replaced by Theodosios Antoniou Penglis and Stavros Hatzigavriel.  

The scene on 25 March 1913, after the overthrow of the island's Ottoman rulers.



Connie Gregory is a Melbourne writer and editor of Kastellorizian and 

Cretan descent.

The little island of Kastellorizo has many passionate and learned 

champions here in Australia who have given us outstanding 

literature and research that continues to be supplemented.  In the 

lead up to this year’s 100th anniversary of the Castellorizian 

Association of WA, the association published a book, Commemorative 

Reflections, detailing the lives of many West Australians of 

Kastellorizian descent.  The contents weren’t written by experts, but 

potted histories written by family members, and there was a word 

limit.  This publication was a highly commendable undertaking, and 

hopefully an inspiration to others to set down in writing their 

recollections of family members, and a jumping-off point for the 

contributors to write a fuller history of their families.  

In addition to fleshing out stories, it is good to preserve family 

documents. Sometimes family documents get lost, but there are 

Australian records you can chase up. The National Archives holds 

many documents which can be requested, and some are readily 

available online.  Reading my father’s and grandfather’s files from 

the archives brought to light lots of interesting facts, and the 

digitised Alien Certificates I was able to order, complete with 

photographs and fingerprints, elicited much emotion.   

A great place to start chronicling your family is the Castellorizo 

Genealogy pages website: www.castellorizo.org.   Allan Cresswell 

has put together an amazing genealogy site with meticulous 

attention to dates which he cross-checks with official records 

wherever possible.  There are 7,469 families on the site, 21,515 

individuals and 3,295 photographs.  I particularly like the facility to 

work out your relationship, if any, to names listed on the site.  I am 

surprised at how many cousins have emerged.  Another interesting 

thing to do is to work back to the first recorded person in your family 

tree and then with the press of a button get a list of all that person’s 

descendants.  Be warned: the site is addictive.

Allan Cresswell has also written an excellent family history to honour 

his mother – In Search of my Cazzie Heritage, which is listed on the 

site menu under histories.  It could serve as a model for others 

wishing to record, as fully as possible, information and stories that 

give life to family history. 

Another very useful tool is the Castellorizo History website 

established by Nicholas Pappas (castellorizohistory.com) for the 

pooling of information on Kastellorizo. Questions can be posted 

seeking genealogical information, photos can be submitted for 

identification, and historical points can be checked:  most definitely 

worth a visit. This site and the genealogy site are both free to users.  

There are no charges whatsoever, but you do need to register to 

have full access.

There are a number of websites that provide a rich source of 

information on Kastellorizo, its people, customs, ceremonies, music, 

dress, food, and more.  From YouTube, through to the Australian Friends 

of Kastellorizo website: www.kastellorizo.com, which has many links to 

other sites; there is much pleasure to be gained in browsing them. 

These sites are also an inspiration to start your own documentation.  

Being a Victorian I must also mention the highly regarded Kastellorizian 

Association of Victoria’s website: www.kastellorizo.com.au 

If you would like to interview family members, there are a number of 

websites that are very informative on how to approach oral history.  

Here are just a few helpful sites: www.storyarts.org  - the storytelling 

in the classroom section has a comprehensive article on collecting 

family stories, and it could also be very useful for getting young 

people to interview their elders;  www.dohistory.org has a step-by-

step guide to oral history - click the “on your own” menu at the 

bottom of the page to find the guide; and www.genealogy.about.

com has put together the Top 10 Tips for Great Interview Stories – 

just enter that phrase in the search area on the site.

The Story Arts website neatly defines the term ‘Family Stories’:  

“Family stories are tales about people, places, and events related to 

the members of our immediate family or their ancestors. Family 

stories casually chatted about at the dinner table, or regaled again 

and again at family gatherings can parallel great epics or notable 

short stories.  The memorable stories of our lives and of others in our 

family take on special importance because they are true, even if 

everyone tells different versions of the same event.  These tales are 

family heirlooms held in the heart not the hand.  They are a gift to 

each generation that preserves them by remembering them and 

passing them on.” 

Nobody was more surprised than myself when a story about my 

Grandfather, entitled The Confectioner and the Cake, won The Age 

(Melbourne daily newspaper) Short Story Award back in the 1980s.  It 

just goes to show that family stories can be of great interest to others.
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Our stories - past, present and future
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Our stories - past, present and future

Since 2009, he was appointed Commissioner to India for the Victorian 
Government and lives in Bangalore.
Many Australians of Kastellorizian descent preserve the wonderful 
clothes of their mothers, grandmothers and great grandmothers.  
Garments of great beauty and value were worn to show wealth and 
status on Kastellorizo. As their owners began a new life as migrants to 
Australia, they were completely out of place with women’s wear of early 
20th Century Australia and used only for family and community events, 
since they were of little practical use. However, they remained cherished 
by their owners as a reminder of a very different social environment.These clothes are now valued family heirlooms and a material link with 

our past, even though we may never have known their original owners, 
as is my own experience.
The clothes also tell a story of the island’s trade and how it linked east 
with west. My own research has shown the clothes of my great 
grandmother were drawn predictably from France and Italy, but many 
of the fabrics are from India and possibly some regions further north in 
what would now be Pakistan and Iran.
The clothes of Kastellorizo tell the pattern of trade in the eastern 
Mediterranean and beyond.  The acquisition of the finest fabrics was made 
possible by a series of factors that I will try and describe in this article.Did Kastellorizians trade directly with India?  This is not known, and 

perhaps family tales may shed light on the possibility. What is known is 
that Kastellorizans actively traded across the Mediterranean. Other 
merchants from eastern shores traded with Arabs who in turn traded 
further east with Indians, Malays and Chinese. Various families’ stories told to me have identified trade links with 

Singapore and Java and as far east as the Philippines.Therefore, direct 
Indian trade connections are possible.
Greeks certainly traded directly with India and Kolkata and Dhaka (now 
the capital of Bangladesh) on the east coast. An established Greek 
trading community existed in the 18th century. Information is quite 
difficult to source.  “Banglapedia’ gives a very good, but unsourced 
summary of Greeks in the region, but gives solid references which I 
include at the end of this article.The Greek Church of the Transfiguration 
in Amratollah Street, Calcutta was consecrated in 1782 and another 
church was opened in Dhaka in 1812.

The Ottomans had trade ports in Gujurat during the 16th century, so it 
is completely feasible that Greeks would have been included in these 
commercial activities. An Armenian church in Chennai (then Madras) 
was first built in 1712. Greeks, Armenians and Jews were established 
communities, so perhaps, Kastellorizians were also in India, but this is 
purely speculation.
TRADE, POLITICS AND KASTELLORIZO
Kastellorizo’s location on the east/west trade axis was enhanced by a 
deep and protected harbour, one of the few between Rodos, Cyprus 
and the port of Alexandretta (now Iskenderun) near Antioch (now 
Antakya) in Turkey.
Kastellorizo was a remarkably busy port with many ship owners and 
merchants. It is 9.78 square kilometres – most of it always uninhabited 
– and supported a population up to10,000, all clustered around its 
harbour and the Mandraki, an area of perhaps two square kilometres.  Kastellorizo needed trade to survive. It was never able to feed itself, 

relying on farmlands along the Turkish coast and trade further afield to 
support a population disproportionate to its physical size.With over 5,000 people per settled square kilometre, population density 

was greater than modern day St Kilda, Melbourne at 4,000 and behind 
Bondi Junction and King’s Cross in Sydney at 8,400 and 14,000 people 
per square kilometre respectively. Kastellorizo had a highly urbanised 
community without having high-rise buildings. It was probably one of 
the most densely populated places in the Mediterranean, and therefore, 
of little surprise that our forebears adapted to inner city living and 
commerce so easily on their arrival in Australia.  The island’s epoch is generally regarded to be the second half of the 

19th century. This era was heavily influenced by a number of factors 
that encouraged trade and one event that pushed commercial 
opportunity, almost literally, to the port entrance.Unrest is never good for trade and Europe settled down after major 

early 19th century upheavals. The Second French Empire in 1852 
brought stability to France. Italy was theoretically unified in 1860 and 
the British Empire was at its zenith.  
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The Indian Connection With Traditional Kastellorizian Clothes

Since 2009, he was appointed Commissioner to India for the Victorian 
Government and lives in Bangalore.
Many Australians of Kastellorizian descent preserve the wonderful 
clothes of their mothers, grandmothers and great grandmothers.  
Garments of great beauty and value were worn to show wealth and 
status on Kastellorizo. As their owners began a new life as migrants to 
Australia, they were completely out of place with women’s wear of early 
20th Century Australia and used only for family and community events, 
since they were of little practical use. However, they remained cherished 
by their owners as a reminder of a very different social environment.These clothes are now valued family heirlooms and a material link with 

our past, even though we may never have known their original owners, 
as is my own experience.
The clothes also tell a story of the island’s trade and how it linked east 
with west. My own research has shown the clothes of my great 
grandmother were drawn predictably from France and Italy, but many 
of the fabrics are from India and possibly some regions further north in 
what would now be Pakistan and Iran.
The clothes of Kastellorizo tell the pattern of trade in the eastern 
Mediterranean and beyond.  The acquisition of the finest fabrics was made 
possible by a series of factors that I will try and describe in this article.Did Kastellorizians trade directly with India?  This is not known, and 

perhaps family tales may shed light on the possibility. What is known is 
that Kastellorizans actively traded across the Mediterranean. Other 

The Indian Connection With Traditional Kastellorizian Clothes

 As the boat cruises through the Aegean, the limani of 

Kastellorizo fades in the distance as we glide over the waves 

on our way to the Turkish fishing town of Kas. The fresh 

morning air rolls off the ocean while the passengers chatter 

among themselves, code-switching between Greek and 

English. The conversations are interspersed with laughter 

and anecdotes as we make our way into Turkish territory to 

spend the morning in Kas. You can’t help but stop and 

reflect on a trip like this — all in a day’s work for the locals 

— but, significantly, a journey our ancestors made, in and 

out of the harbour, as seafarers and merchants sailing along 

the Lycian coast.

While Kas is just a stone’s throw away from Kastellorizo and 

a port of entry into Turkey, it was one of many neighbouring 

seaports instrumental in business and trade. Once known 

by its Greek name of Antifilo, it was one of Kastellorizo’s 

mainland colonies – along with towns such as ancient 

Myra, Patara and Kalamaki – with many of our forbears 

living, or having landholdings there. 

One of the oldest sailing routes, the Lycian coast could be 

seen as an ode to Saint Nicholas —patron saint of sailors 

and the sea — who served as a Greek bishop in Myra, 

south-west Turkey, in the 4th century AD. 

The life and legend of Saint Nicholas is woven with stories 

of miracles and goodwill: he is believed to have calmed 

choppy seas, given money to the poor, and saved people 

from near death. He never promoted his philanthropy 

preferring to secretly deliver gifts and small bags of gold at 

night; some say through a window, or down a chimney. 

There is little written about Saint Nicholas and it wasn’t until 

after his death in the mid-fourth century (the exact year is 

not known) that stories of his generosity spread throughout 

the centuries and he was popularised around the world. 

Talk to a child about Saint Nicholas and you’ll hear of a jolly 

old fat man who lives in the North Pole, wears a red suit and 

rides a sleigh full of toys pulled by his reindeers. His aim is to 

deliver presents to all the good children around the world; 

and those who’ve been naughty get a stocking full of coal. 
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In Greek, Nicholas means 

“Victory of the people”.

• Santa Claus is known as Noel Baba in Turkey, while in Russia 

he is called Ded Moroz, translated to Grandfather Frost. 

• In Brazil, Papai Noel (Santa Claus) was only introduced in the 

1950s and because of the hot weather wears a silk suit. 

• The relics of Saint Nicholas are said to exude a watery liquid, 

called manna (myrrh), believed to hold miracle powers.

• Saint Nicholas is the patron saint of many areas and people, 

including lawyers, pawnbrokers and, most oddly, prostitutes.  

• From his birth, it is believed Saint Nicholas refused food 

on Wednesday and Friday, the two fasting days in the 

Orthodox church.

• In Scandinavia, “Nils” is a slang word given to people who 

are marvellous, derived from the name Saint Nicholas. 

• On Saint Nicholas Day in the Netherlands, “Sinterklaas” 

parades through the streets on his sleigh with his sidekick, 

Black Pete, who throws Licorice Allsorts into the crowd.  

• Saint Nicholas has the nickname “Wonder-Worker”,  

based on all his miracles.

The Making of a Legend

by Flora Liveris, Darwin/Perth

Saint Nicholas of Myra

If you would like to interview family members, there are a number of 

websites that are very informative on how to approach oral history.  
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“Family stories are tales about people, places, and events related to 

This article is an edited version of the paper presented at the West 
Australian Castellorizian Association Centenary Speaking Forums in 
May 2012.
We have all heard stories about Castellorizo’s prosperity in the 19th 
century, when tall two and three-masted brigs and caiques filled the 
island’s accommodating harbour, and when the island’s traders 
travelled across the Mediterranean and deep into western Asia for 
mercantile opportunities. Indeed, a great deal of Castellorizian 
legend is imbued with a sense of nostalgia for these long-gone days, 
and the island is regularly recalled as a bustling entrepot with an 
ascendant merchant class that had accumulated considerable 
wealth through trade.
And the stories we have all heard are by no means exaggerated. At 
the end of the Greek revolution in 1828, Castellorizo was well-
positioned to take advantage of its geographical location. By mid-
1829, the bulk of the islanders had returned to the island (they had 
been forced to abandon it in the hostilities), and the Ottomans 
displayed remarkable liberality in the aftermath of the revolution by 
imposing on Castellorizo only a modest annual tax (mahtoú) of 
48,000 grosia, payable in three equal instalments.The Castellorizians also won the right to self-administer their internal 

affairs through their five elected demogérontes, under the oversight 
of a generally passive Ottoman governor, or kaimakám. By permitting 
the islanders to administer the collection of duties, to conduct their 
own religious affairs and to oversee their health and sanitation, the 
Ottomans, either by design or by default, had created an environment 
that would encourage entrepreneurship. This, combined with the 
advent of safer travel on the high seas, was to be the basis of the 
surge on wealth on the island over the next three decades.Which brings me to the theme of this paper: if Castellorizo was as 

prosperous as we have been told in the second half of the 19th 

century, why did its residents choose to depart from as early as 1870 
for places across the entire globe? What were the catalysts for these 
intrepid journeys to places like Santa Catarina (Brazil), New York, 
Russia, central and southern Africa and, of course, Australia? Was it 
just the greater economic opportunity these destinations offered, or 
were there deeper issues on the island that had precipitated these 
bold adventures?
If there is to be a conclusion it is that decisions about emigration 
were, in large part, closely aligned to, and often triggered by, events 
on and around Castellorizo. Until recently, we have tended to look at 
the island’s local history and the diaspora experience as largely 
unrelated phenomena, but more recent research is leading to the 
view that the ebbs and flows of emigration from Castellorizo were 
invariably linked to quite specific events and trends on the island.
Ship building
So let us begin with the Ottomans. Aside from freedom of religion 
and language and exemption from conscription, another important 
concession the Ottomans afforded to the islanders after the Greek 
revolution was the right to construct their own vessels with the 
approval of the kaimakám. These permits were given quite freely 
from around 1840, usually on the express condition that the vessel 
could not be on-sold, particularly to a foreigner, or fly a foreign flag. 
To give a flavour of these permits, this is a translated extract from one 
such a permit issued on 28 October 1841 by the Ottoman Pasha in 
Rhodes to a petitioning Castellorizian, one Hatziyiannis Hatzimarkou:To the island of Castellorizo, its notables and all its subjects of this 

island it is made known that, being a rocky island without land to 
be cultivated, its residents are compelled to turn to the sea for 
their livelihoods and to pay their taxes, there appeared before us 
Hatziyiannis Hatzimarkou, a Castellorizian, and he made known 
to us his desire to build a brig of a length of 13 pychon and to build 
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Leaving ‘the Rock’: Emigration from Castellorizo, 1870-1939

One of the mainstays of the island’s robust economy in the 19th century was shipbuilding.  This image from 1902 shows the size of some of the vessels that used the island’s accommodating 
harbour in this period.

3 The active priests of the island in May 1909 were:  Dimitrios Economou, Theodosios Simonides, Ioannis 
Kisthinios, Simeon Alexiou, Stefanos Diamantides, Nikolaos Fanias, Vartholomeos Pissas, Yeorgios 
Sidheris, Evangelos Samiou, Yeorgios Papadopoulos and Apostolos Nikandros.  Another priest, Mihail 
Mallis, was in retirement due to sickness.  Serving as deacon at the time was (later archimandrite) Kostas 
Papastefanou, the son of Stefanos Diamantides.
4 Nikandros was to return to Castellorizo soon after and he served on the island until shortly before WWII.
5 In municipal records, 'Marielloúdhena''s formal name is noted as Maria Margiti.  

6 Petrides' municipal death entry records that he died on 17 February 1919 at his father's home.  
His occupation is noted as 'journalist'.

Through the pages of Filia (cont.)

Education and religion

Given equal prominence in the pages of Filia are education and 
religion.   In its fi rst edition, we learn that the Santrapeia School had 
accepted enrolments for a total of 659 students in that year, while 
the smaller 'Stamatiou' infants school at the rear of the church of 
Ayios Yeorgios tou Pigadhiou catered for another 177 students.  To 
seek out teachers 'of the highest quality', emissaries had been 
despatched to Smyrna and they had returned in late 1909 with a 
surplus of applicants for the positions available.

Religious aff airs on the island are also given prominence.  There 
were a total of 11 priests and one deacon serving on the island in 
1909 3 and the comings and goings of the clergy are regularly 
reported.  The unexpected death on the island of Metropolitan 
Konstandinos of Pissideia in January 1912 receives fulsome 
coverage, with his last days in the home of head-priest Theodosios 
Simonides covered in some detail.  In August 1910, Filia announced 
that Nikolaos Fanias had retired as the priest responsible for the 
isolated monastic church of Ayios Yeorgios tou Vouniou and that 
Simeon Alexiou had assumed his responsibilities.  Long-serving 
priest Stefanos Diamantides' death in June 1910 is also mourned, 
while in August that year, it was announced that Apostolos 
Nikandros was to be transferred to Kalamaki to serve the 
Castellorizian community there.4

In June 1910, we learn that the slow process of transferring the 
graves from the old cemetery in the Horafi a to its new location in 
Niftis had begun.  Filia commented that this would allow the square 
outside the church of Ayios Yeorgios tou Santrape to be 'thoroughly 
cleared' in time for its planned consecration.  Two months later, it 
was recorded with some elation that the fi rst service had been 
conducted in the new church of Ayios Yeorgios, after over four years 
of ambitious planning and construction.  All the clergy had taken 
part and the re-adorned square of the Horafi a had overfl owed with 
those who had assembled for the event.  

Social and cultural life

Cultural and social life was also covered in the pages of Filia.  In early 
1912, the Greek theatrical troupe 'Buonasera' visited Castellorizo 
and gave fi ve performances in the Parthenagogeion to the delight 
of the locals.  Despite the hard times, Easter festivities in the Horafi a 
in that year were reported as joyous, with 'great quantities of beer' 
consumed, all 'without incident, as is always the case'. 

Longevity in life was always a cause for reporting and it was 
announced with sadness in Filia's fi rst edition that Chrysi 
Hatzipetrou, the grandmother of Filia's editor, had died aged 101.  
This was outdone in March 1910, when it was reported that 
Castellorizo's oldest living person, the intriguingly named 
'Marielloúdhena', had died on 13 February aged 105.5  Other, 
younger deaths, including a number arising from complications at 
childbirth (dystokia), were more fl eetingly dealt with.

And the departures continued as new lives were forged abroad; 
October 1910 saw the islanders farewell Mihail Y Petrides, the cousin 

of Filia's editor, who had decided to travel to Athens for his arts 
studies, and in the same month Nikolaos Kailis departed for his 
medical studies.  Others followed, mostly for work opportunities 
abroad.  Dimitrios Galettis was reported as having accepted a 
teaching position in Smyrna at the famed Lykeion, while Pavlos 
Pavlides, already a sergeant in the Greek army, was accepted into the 
Athens Military Academy.  And accolades were also covered; in Penza, 
625 kilometres south-east of Moscow, Filia's correspondent, Yeorgios 
Pispinis, reported that he had received a 'Russian gold medal' for his 
oil production, while local doctor Kostas Spyrides was heartily 
acknowledged for the publication in an Athens medical journal of his 
'groundbreaking' study into the causes of beriberi disease. 

While forthcoming with praise, Filia was also not shy to castigate 
those whom its editor believed were not acting in the best interests 
of the island.  In 1910, an article condemned the habit that had 
formed on the island of converting domestic courtyards into external 
cooking areas.  This, it was said, was ruining a beautiful aspect of the 
island's built environment which provided much needed refreshment 
in summer and access to winter sun in the cooler months.  The 
practice should cease immediately, stated Filia, and courtyards 
should again become home only to vines and lemon trees! 

Revolution - the end of Filia

On 14 March 1913, Castellorizo was 'liberated' from Ottoman rule by 
a small group of Cretan mercenaries organised by the ubiquitous 
Ioannis Lakerdis.  In the chaos and uncertainty that followed, 
particularly after the Greek government refused to recognise the 
uprising, the production of Filia was suspended and, sadly, never 
resumed.  And in a sad postscript, Petrides was to be one of the 
many who perished in the Spanish fl u epidemic that gripped the 
island between February and April 1919.  He was just 33 years old. 6

Much more could be written about what the pages of Filia reveal 
about life on Castellorizo in those challenging years, when a 
population long accustomed to relative prosperity and independence 
was being severely tested.  We are indeed fortunate that these 
vignettes of daily life are preserved for us thanks to the industry of 
Petrides and his co-workers who recognised the benefi ts, both 
immediate and long-term, that a publication like Filia could deliver.

Editor's Note

AFK would like to thank the 
Municipality of Kastellorizo for the 
award that was presented to this 
non-profi t making organisation 
whose aim is to preserve and 
promote the historical and cultural 
knowledge of our island. The 
wording of the plaque states that 
the Municipality of Kastellorizo 
thanks Australian Friends of 
Kastellorizo for all that it off ers and 
contributes to the island of 
Kastellorizo and particularly, Filia.



Yiayia's Mostly True Stories of Kastellorizo (Part 1) by Nick Bogiatzis, Canberra

Both sides of Nick Bogiatzis's family came from Kastellorizo, and it is 
approaching 100 years that both sides initially arrived in Australia. Yet 
Kastellorizo remains of strong interest to his family.  Nick has written a set 
of six short stories:  Yiayia's Mostly True Stories of Kastellorizo for his 
growing number of great-nieces and nephews.  He hopes these stories for 
children will help introduce this next generation to the remarkable and 
fascinating history of their island homeland.  He has agreed to share them 
with the readers of Filia.

My Mum’s a good cook.  She makes lots of things I like, although she 
makes lots of things I don’t like, and she still makes me eat them.

Which is why it’s good when we go and stay at Yiayia’s.  Because my 
grandmother, Yiayia, doesn’t make us eat things we don’t like, and she 
cooks lots of things we really like that Mum says she’s too busy to 
make.  Like halva.  

And she even lets us drink Greek coffee, like grown-up people, even 
though we have it in big cups and she puts lots of milk in it.  But 
there’s nothing better than sitting at Yiayia’s kitchen table drinking 
coffee and eating the sweet sticky halva with our fingers.  Mum would 
never let us do that.

Sometimes Mum and Dad say they are very busy and have things to 
do, so they drive us to Yiayia’s and we stay with her for a few nights, 
and sometimes nearly a week in our holidays.  

Although Yiayia doesn’t say we can’t watch television late at night, like 
Mum says, she always tells us so many stories that we often forget to 
watch television.  And we still go to bed late, but we all agree we 
won’t tell Mum.

Everybody at school thinks we’re Greek because we have Greek 
names.  But Mum and Dad tell me lots of kids at school have Greek 
names even though they’re not Greek.  Like Andrew, who is a good 
friend, and even Peter who is new at our school, and I don’t know him 
yet, but I guess that he is ok given his name is Greek.

Even though people think we’re Greek, I don’t know how to talk 
Greek. Or not much really.  

All our cousins and Greek friends know words like yiayia and pappou 
for our grandparents.  And we all know the rude words Mum and Dad 
taught us for when we go to the bathroom. We’ve taught them to 
some of our mates at school, and we all giggle when we say them to 
show off in front of other kids.

We know lots of the words for Greek food, especially the sweets.  

Sometimes when Mum makes a big halva in the oven, our friends 
come around to visit after school, because we all love eating it.  My 
friends who don’t know Greek call it ‘wet sponge cake’, because that’s 
what it’s like I guess.  

It’s different from Yiayia’s halva which she fries in the pan, and she 
says it’s special to her home island of Kastellorizo, especially for 
brides, or nifes.  

When we have a very special event, like someone visiting from far 
away, Yiayia makes katoumaria.  She says only people in Kastellorizo 
make katoumaria.  And it’s all flakey and covered with sugar and spices 

and we eat it hot.  It’s so good, but you can’t eat too much. One day our 
cousin Leni ate lots and lots and had a tummy ache for ages afterwards.

My sister Mia is older than me.  Her real name is Maria, like Yiayia’s, but 
only Yiayia calls her Maria.  It’s like our cousin Leni.  Yiayia calls her by 
her real name, which is Eleni, but for everybody else Leni always says: 
It’s Leni with an ‘i’, because some people think she has a boy’s name.

And my name is Konstandino like Pappou’s.  He’s dead now.  But they 
used to call him Costa, which is why Yiayia calls me Costaki, which is 
‘little Costa’. But my friends who don’t know Greek like calling me Dino.  

Yiayia says I have a cousin in America with my name, but they call him 
Gus over there.  Sometimes I think it’s good having lots of names, except 
when Mum calls me Constantine, because then I know I’m in trouble.

Yiayia and Pappou came from an island called ‘Kastellorizo’, which is 
why we are Greek.  Really we are Australian, because we were born 
here, and so were Mum and Dad.  But people who come from 
Kastellorizo are called Greek so we are Australian and Greek.  

I don’t mind this, because there are other kids at school who are Greek 
and Italian and Vietnamese and Chinese and Lebanese. In fact my best 
friend Jessminda is half Greek and half Filipina.  They are all mixed up 
from all sorts of places.  Or at least their families are.  So it’s ok really.  

And Yiayia has lots of great stories to tell us about Kastellorizo but I 
sometimes wonder if they can really be true.  But she says they are, mostly.

Last year, when I was little, someone asked me where Kastellorizo 
was.  I thought about it and told them it was somewhere in Australia 
but I hadn’t been there yet.  When I told Mum she laughed and 
laughed.  She showed me on a map where Australia was, where 
Greece and Turkey were, and where Kastellorizo was.  It was so small 
on the map I was surprised we could find it at all.

When we stay with Yiayia, we ask her to tell us some of our favourite 
stories.  They are always good to listen to.  But sometimes I just feel I 
can’t even imagine Kastellorizo.  Not only were there castles, and 
knights, and treasures, and sailing ships, but it’s now all gone.  

Yiayia says there were once nearly 10,000 people there, but now, 
there are not even 400.  When I’m at home sometimes I look around 
me and try to imagine all the houses gone and all the people gone 
and all the trees gone…  It’s too hard to imagine.  

Whatever happened to Kastellorizo?  

So I try to remember the stories Yiayia tells us, so that one day when 
Mum and Dad take us to Kastellorizo we will know all about it, even 
though we won’t be able to talk good Greek to the people there.  

Next year Mum said we might be able to start going to Greek school 
so that we can also talk to the other kids on Kastellorizo.  Yiayia always 
says she’s proud of us, and she’d be even more proud if we could talk 
some Greek when we visit her.  

So when we arrive at Yiayia’s instead of hello, we always say:  yeia sou 
Yiayia.  And s’ agapo.  In Greek it sounds ok to say ‘I love you’ to your 
Yiayia like that. 



Yiayia's Mostly True Stories of Kastellorizo: The Time of the Gods (Part 2)

Yiayia said that Kastellorizo has a very, very old history. Not as old as 
the Aborigines in Australia, but still ancient.  

In fact what was then the oldest boat in the world was found 
sunken just outside the big harbour, or Limani of Kastellorizo.  And 
on it were all the treasures of the ancient world.  

Yiayia said that in the ancient days, and even today, Kastellorizo was 
called Megisti, that means ‘the great one’.  Though I don’t know why 
as it’s such a tiny island.  And she told us a special story from way 
back then.  I still don’t know whether to believe her.  This is Yiayia’s 
story of the ancient days.

Once there was a great king who lived on Megisti. Even the king’s 
name was ‘Megis’.

He was so great that one of his friends was a god called Apollo.  
Apollo was the god of the sun, and people in those days thought 
that the sun was driven around the world by Apollo with his horses.  

Megis had built a beautiful temple for Apollo at the very top of one 
of the highest mountains of Kastellorizo.  Even though Kastellorizo 
is so small, it has several big mountains.

The island looked very different then.  It was covered with tall trees, 
which were used to make ships and houses.  And there were olive 
and fruit trees and grape vines everywhere.  

It still had its Limani, where big ships would come.  Except in those 
days they didn’t have engines, and the ships would travel with big 
sails, or be rowed by many sailors with oars. The ships came from all 
around the world, from Egypt and from Mesopotamia and from 
Greece. And they carried wonderful, rare things like coloured glass, 
and painted pots, and beautiful material, and bronze swords and 
knives, and gold and silver.  

In big clay pots as big as a man, they would collect the wine that 
was made on Kastellorizo.  And they would take it away to sell in far 
away places.

Wine was made all over the island.  It was an exciting time of year 
when all the people would gather to stomp on the grapes to make 
the juice for the wine.  Carved in the big flat rocks on the island were 
special hollows to put the grapes in, and channels to collect the juice.  
These are still to be found there today, thousands of years later.

As well as praying to Apollo, the people would pray to Bacchus the god 
of the wine, and to Poseidon the god of the sea, so that the wine would 
be good, and the sea would protect the sailors and the fishermen.

All the people would go to the temple to worship Apollo.  From the 
temple they could look out over all the island, and across the water 
to the mainland opposite Kastellorizo, to where many of their 
friends and relatives lived. 

The land opposite was called Lycia.  In one of the towns of Lycia, 
called Antiphellos, there was a beautiful theatre.  It was carved out 
of the hill, and all the seats were in a semi-circle and were made of 
stone.  No matter where you sat you could hear what was said on 
the stage below, and everybody could see Kastellorizo as a 
beautiful island sleeping peacefully behind the stage.

On the hill at the back of the theatre, the rich people would have 
their beautiful tombs carved from solid stone.  They were made to 
look like the houses they lived in, only much smaller, with pointed 
rooves, which were the heavy lids of the tombs, and also carved 
from solid stone.

Not everything was peaceful in Antiphellos.  Nearby lived a 
monster.  It was a strange monster, with a strange name.  It was 
called the Chimera.  Its head was that of a lion, its body that of a 
goat, its tail a snake.  And strangest of all, it breathed fire.  

It was dangerous.  King Megis would often go hunting, and 
sometimes he would cross the sea to Antiphellos with his friends to 
hunt lions and other animals.  One time, instead of hunting, he 
found himself hunted by the Chimera.

This is what happened.  The King was out in the hills with his son 
Prince Nikiphoros and his men, when they heard cries for help.  
They rode to where they heard the calls and saw that the Chimera 
had trapped a young girl against a rock.  

Before they could even think what to do, Prince Nikiphoros had 
rushed forward on his horse.  This was so sudden that it surprised 
the Chimera, and almost surprised the King.  But King Megis was a 
King because he was also wise and clever.  He knew he had to 
distract the Chimera while his son snatched up the girl onto his 
horse to escape.

Apollo's Sanctuary by Platon Alexiou for the AFK book Kastellorizo: My Odyssey.

Patitiri – wine press by Platon Alexiou for the AFK book Kastellorizo: My Odyssey.



The Time of the Gods (Part 2) by Nick Bogiatzis, CanberraYiayia's Mostly True Stories of Kastellorizo: The Time of the Gods (Part 2)

And this is just what they did. King Megis and his men shot arrows 
at the Chimera, drawing it away from the girl and from Prince 
Nikiphoros.  Some of the brave men were killed by the Chimera’s 
fire.  But as soon as the girl was on the horse, they all raced down 
the mountain to the sea and onto their boats.

The King had barely escaped with his life.  King Megis brought the 
bodies of his dead friends home to Kastellorizo.  He had graves 
carved into the rock of a low hill facing Antiphellos.  You can still see 
them today just at the edge of the Mandraki harbour.  At that time 
the Mandraki was not all covered by the sea, and people used to 
live there and graze their sheep and goats.

King Megis thought the Chimera might now attack Kastellorizo. 
Many of the people were afraid and some hid in the temple of 
Apollo.  Others hid in the King’s castle that stood at the mouth of 
the Limani.  People also hid in the many caves on the island.  

One special cave was high up on the island and carved underground 
into the rock. It was very hard to find as it was under an old house.  
To climb into the cave, you had to go down the slippery wet rock, so 
they knew the Chimera could not get them there.

Others hid behind great walls that had stones so huge that nobody 
could imagine how big the men must have been who made them.  
Everybody thought that the one-eyed giant called Cyclops must 
have made them in even more ancient times, as even today the 
walls are called the Cyclopaean walls.

The fishermen on the island had another special hiding place.  Even 
though it was a big cave, even bigger than King Megis’s temple for 
Apollo, it had a tiny entrance.  You could only get into it on a little 
row boat when the tide was low.  Inside the water was as blue as 
blue.  Even bluer than it was in the Limani.  

The cave was a good hiding place for the fishermen, but the seals 
also liked hiding in it, and sometimes gave the sailors a fright. 

King Megis was brave, and he went to the gods Apollo and 
Poseidon and asked for their help.  Poseidon had seen how Prince 
Nikiphoros had saved the girl’s life, and that even King Megis had 
only just escaped from the Chimera.  He offered to help.  

He asked his son Bellerophon, to slay the Chimera.  To help 
Bellephron, he gave him a most beautiful white horse that had wings 
and could fly.  The horse’s name was Pegasus.  Pegasus was able to fly 
over the head of the Chimera to escape the fire from his mouth, and 
Bellephron was then able to kill the Chimera with his sword.  

But the flames kept coming from the mouth of the dead Chimera.  
Even when they buried him fire and smoke continued to come out 
of the ground like a volcano for hundreds and hundreds of years.  
Because of this they named the hill where it was buried ‘the 
Chimera’, and it’s still called that today.  

Bellephron was a hero.  So was King Megis’s son, Nikiphoros, who 
had saved the girl.  She was a good person, with blue-green eyes, 
that seemed to change to match whatever colour the sea was.  The 
King’s son fell in love with her, and they married and lived happily 
together.  When King Megis died they became king and queen.  

For the old King Megis the people of Kastellorizo carved a beautiful 
tomb in the mountain of Kastellorizo, just under his castle, and 
facing Antiphellos.  This way he could always look out over the land 
that he had saved.  The King’s tomb was like a small, beautiful Greek 
temple that is still there today. 

Nikiphoros and his wife were very popular as king and queen.  They 
would often go together across the water to visit the people of 
Antiphellos, who now lived happily and safely.  The people there 
called her Vasiliki, meaning ‘like a queen’ because she wasn’t 
actually their queen, but they all felt she was special for them.  

They would give Nikiphoros and Vasiliki the best of the food that 
they would grow in the fertile valleys, and especially give Queen 
Vasiliki her favourite cheese called touloumi.  This was made by 
leaving milk inside a goat skin until it became a delicious tasty 
white cheese. 

When Queen Vasiliki died many years later, all the people from 
Antiphellos and Kastellorizo collected money and made a beautiful 
gold crown, shaped into ivy leaves, thirty-five in all.  They put the gold 
crown on her head before burying her in a big stone tomb on the top 
of the mountain, near the old house with the underground cave.  

The Stefani by Platon Alexiou for the AFK book Kastellorizo: My Odyssey.



Marie-Claire Phillips is the daughter of 
Kingsley and Felia Phillips.
Maternal Granddaughter of Nick Kyriakos 
Simeon and Clara Simeon (nee Fermanis)
Paternal granddaughter of Anthony and 
Mary Phillips.

As an average teenage girl, I wonder 
about where my family come from; 
because my maternal grandfather, Nick 
Kyriakos Simeon, died when I was too 
young to understand and appreciate his 
stories about growing up on Kastellorizo, 
and even though my other grandparents 
were not born there, they still had a close 
relationship to the island as their parents 
were born there.

Now because I’m older, I am hearing and 
appreciating all the stories my family and 
extended family are telling me about 
their experiences on the island when 
they travel there. I’m also looking forward 
to seeing Kastellorizo not from a tourist’s 
perspective, but from someone who 
actually lives on the island and knows its 
secrets, best locations and where all the 
locals go.

I am so grateful to have been accepted 
into this exchange programme and I 
cannot wait to gain so much knowledge 
and experience from it.

Sofi a Tived is the daughter of Christine 
Phillips and Henrik Tived.
Granddaughter of Anthony and Mary 
Phillips (nee Antonas).
The grandfather, Anthony Phillips’ 
surname was Panegyres prior to coming 
out to Australia.

My name is Sofi a Tived, I am 15 years old 
and my mother is Australian, of Greek 
heritage and my father is Danish. I love 
being part Greek. Greece has always 
fascinated me and I have always wanted 
to visit. I know little about Kastellorizo 
except that my family originates from 
there and my parents were married on 
the island. 

I applied for the Student Exchange 
Program 2013 so I can learn about the 
culture and how it’s diff erent to my 
culture here in Australia. I also applied so 
I can experience the language and 
research my family history. 

It would be a privilege to participate and 
this experience will help me gain an 
understanding of the island, the history, 
traditions and day to day life of the locals 
on Kastellorizo.

Being part of this program would make 
my grandmother (Mary Phillips)very 
proud. I can imagine the smile on her 
face, if she were alive today.

Student Exchange 2013

Jayden Black is the son of Perry Black and 
Vanessa (nee Palassis).
Grandparents are George Anthony 
Palassis and Margaret (nee Anastas).

Hi, my name’s Jayden Black and I applied 
for the Kastellorizian Exchange Program 
for many reasons. My Maternal Pappou,  
George Palassis, was born there and 
always tells me stories about the island.

I would love to see where my Pappou’s 
and grandma’s (Margaret Palassis) 
families grew up and where they lived. I 
would love to see another part of the 
world and try something new. 

I have never been to Greece before which 
makes me even more eager to go as I 
have heard fantastic things about it. I 
really want to learn more about the 
history of the island and my family.

I  think it will be wonderful  to experience 
the diff erent foods, language, culture and 
people. I am very eager to climb the 
great mountain and I am looking forward 
to swimming across the, very well spoken 
about, crystal clear bay (Limani). I would 
love to experience a diff erent lifestyle 
and meet new people.

I am thankful and very excited about 
going on this journey.

AFK would like to thank the following people for their support and generosity with the Student Exchange Program.

ACCOMMODATION
Amalia and Stratos Amygdalos from Poseidon Apartments, Kastellorizo.

Nick and Elspeth Geronimos from Studio Apartments, Athens.
Roslyn and Manolis Geronikolas from Royal Hotel, Rhodes.

OTHER THANKS
City of Perth for the generous sponsorship.

Betty Mouzak and staff  of Satrapeia School, Kastellorizo.
Efrossini Zoniou for providing Greek lessons to our Australian students as part of  her voluntary contribution.

The warmth and generosity of the local people and restaurants on Kastellorizo.



Letter from Kastellorizo by Lefki Kailis, Perth

Here we are on the fi rst fl oor of my sister’s original three storey 
Kazzie house, renovated completely in tune with the spirit of the 
island.  It’s a large room on our level with a timber fl oor and 
shuttered windows to let in and screen out light and breeze.  Here 
and there in the stone washed walls are cavities that have some 
historical signifi cance, but that serve now as niches for a ‘kesvene’ 
or a ‘thimyatiri’.  On one side of the large bed is the old fi re-place 
with a hand painted sailing vessel on its facade.  On another side 
of the room a bed sits on a platform behind drawn-back white 
'kendimena' curtains that pull shut canopy-bed-style.   As in the 
traditional houses on the island, there’s a timber ‘tzimia’ on the 
upper walls that most likely used to display plates and precious 
items brought from Marseilles, Alexandria or the Far East.  French 
doors lead out to a small wrought iron balcony with glimpses 
across to the beautiful Kastellorizian Limani.

The cock crows us out of sleep around fi ve in the morning but it’s 
the fruits of the baker’s labour that brings us to consciousness, 
begging us to get down there for the warm crusty bread, 
koulouria and sweets.  This morning our ears are opened to the 
sound of a big hoot-hooting.  We contemplate why the Blue 
Star’s pulling in at this time of the day?   

Later it becomes evident that it's a Greek military frigate come 
into port.  Why so?  Locals always know the story because things 
happen outside their front door and many are up  at dawn living 
in rhythm with the sun.  

Swiftly following the sonic boom of the frigate is the rumble of 
the garbage truck.  It comes daily to disturb the twenty cats that 
scavenge on the overnight leftovers dumped in the open storage 
bin.  They scat voluntarily.  Now, somebody is calling out to 
Yiorgo and there are engine noises, the sound of workmen 
beginning their day – a concrete mixer here, a trolley being 
wheeled there. Then there’s the tread of footsteps above - 
conversations begin …

As Dylan Thomas has observed - the little village is waking.

Across the lane a neighbour opens her front door.  She’s 
prepared a thimyatiri and the intoxicating waft of the incense 
comes our way around 8am.  We must remember to thank her.

The air is warm and the vassiliko and lavender are keen to the 
nostrils as we open the big wooden doors to the outdoor 
courtyard.   We’ll have our usual breakfast of crusty bread, Greek 
yoghurt, fi g jam and black tea then we’ll be out and about on the 
streets of Kastellorizo.

Not a bad life!!!

The Kastellorizian word is in bold lettering with the demotic word in brackets.

Vítsa (Xílo ...Bastoúni)             Walking stick

Vroulí (Kotsíthi) Hair platt

Kouloúmbou (Kolímbi) Swimming

Yierás (Pligí) Ulcer

Manjourána (Dendrolívano) Rosemary plant

Koutsá (Koukiá) Broad beans

Yiaprákia (Dolmáthes mé klimatófi lla) Stuff ed grape leaves with rice  

Salándourma (Dolmáthes mé kremithófi lla) Stuff ed onion leaves with rice

Glíoros (Grígoros) Fast / energetic person

Kaskinévo (Thrapetévo) To run away

Melekoúnia (Gliká mé sisámi ké méli mé sirópi) Sweets with sesame & honey

Voualí (Koúnia moroú) Baby's cradle

Kastellorizian Lexicon

Question: Epétasen ogátharos ?

Response: Epétasen

(Did the donkey fl y?........ Yes , it did !)

Common expression to indicate ridiculous 
agreement to an unreasonable question.
Insulting response to the questioner in 
order to "put him / her" in their place.

Káthe thávma trieémeron.

(Every miracle lasts only three days)

A comforting expression to allay fear, 
anxiety, disappointment, in an agitated 
person. It implies that, "as the saying 
goes", if a great event such as a miracle 
lasts only three days, all other matters are 
not worth worrying about.
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